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1 The Journal's policy is to acquire copyright in all contributions. There are two reasons for this: (a) ownership of copyright by one 

central organization tends to ensure maximum international protection against unauthorized use; (b) it also ensures that requests 
by third parties to reprint or reproduce a contribution, or part of it, are handled efficiently and in accordance with a general policy 
that is sensitive both to any relevant changes in international copyright legislation and to the general desirability of encouraging 
the dissemination of knowledge. 

 
2 Two ‘moral rights’ were conferred on authors by the UK Copyright Act in 1988.  In the UK an author’s ‘right of paternity’, the 

right to be properly credited whenever the work is published (or performed or broadcast), requires that this right is asserted in 
writing. 
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review and prior to editorial input by Cambridge University Press) or their own final version of their contribution as accepted for 
publication (subsequent to revision arising from peer review but still prior to editorial input by Cambridge University Press) on 
their personal or departmental web page, or in the Institutional Repository of the institution in which they worked at the time 
the paper was first submitted, or (for appropriate journals) in PubMedCentral, provided the posting is accompanied by a 
prominent statement that the paper has been accepted for publication and will appear in a revised form, subsequent to peer review 
and/or editorial input by Cambridge University Press, in Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis published by 
Cambridge University Press, together with a copyright notice in the name of the copyright holder (University of Washington 
Michael G. Foster School of Business). On publication the full bibliographical details of the paper (volume: issue number (date), 
page numbers) must be inserted after the journal title, along with a link to the Cambridge website address for the journal. 
Inclusion of this version of the paper in Institutional Repositories outside of the institution in which the contributor worked at the 
time the paper was first submitted will be subject to the additional permission of Cambridge University Press (not to be 
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name of the copyright holder (University of Washington Michael G. Foster School of Business), and a link to the online edition of 
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automatically be given to the publisher of such a volume, subject to normal acknowledgement. 
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